
MINUTES OF THE
 

SANTA FE COUNTY
 

DWI PLANNING COUNCIL
 

May 9, 2013
 

Santa Fe, New Mexico
 

This meeting of the Santa Fe County OWl Planning Council was called to order by Chair 
Donna Bevacqua-Young at approximately 9:05 a.m. on the above-cited date at 2052 S. Galisteo, 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

The following individuals were present: 

Members Present: 
Donna Bevacqua-Young 
Glenn Levant 
Tom Starke 

Member(sl Excused: 
[5 vacancies] 

Staff Present: 
Lupe Sanchez, DWl Program Coordinator 
Peter Olson, OWl Program 
Diolinda Roybal, DWl Program 
Rachel O'Connor, Health & Human Service Division Director 

Others Present: 
Lisa Wooldridge, DWl PC candidate 
Richard De Mella, DWl PC candidate 
Grace Quintana-Trujillo, OWl PC candidate 
Shelly Moeller, Consultant 
Lisa Grace Giuffra, Santa Fe Underage Drinking Prevention Alliance 
Marissa A. Tapia, Teen Court 
David Saldivar, Teen Court 
Jason Avery, Scientific Laboratories Division 

Those present introduced themselves. 

III. Approval of the Minutes: April 18, 2013 

A number of corrections were offered and those corrections will be made and the minutes 
resubmitted for action. 



Lacking a quorum, action was deferred. 

IV. Approval of the Agenda 

Lacking a quorum, no action could be taken. 

V. Matters from the Council 
A. Follow-up from Previous Meetings 

Mr. Levant requested information/results of all the DWI contracts. He also requested the 
establishment ofa firm date to submit the scope of the countywide problem and plan to address 
the problem(s) as required by the council enabling resolution. 

Mr. Sanchez identified the contracts and said staff received the quarterly reports from the 
prevention providers and would forward them to the members. The fiscal year ends June 30th 

and the contract reports can be prepared after that date. The court compliance program provides a 
report that delineates the number of clients, successful completion and other program-related 
data. 

Mr. Levant requested the program related data from the District Attorney and the 
Administrative Office of the Courts 

Mr. Sanchez said the DWI report will piggyback on the Countywide Health Needs 
Assessment which was developed in partnership with Christus St. Vincent. DWI staff will 
review the assessment and develop a draft for presentation to the DWI PC in August or 
September. He pointed out that many of the goals established within the three-year strategic plan 
have been met. 

Chair Bevacqua-Young requested a calendar of the BCC meeting dates. 

Rachel O'Connor, Health & Human Service Division Director, said the County's Health 
Planning and Policy Commission (HPPC) worked in partnership with Christus St. Vincent and 
developed a needs assessment and prioritized those needs. The next step which is in active 
development is the development of a community action plan. 

Ms. O'Connor said alcohol-related issues including mortality registered high within the 
report. 

In regards to Mr. Levant's concern that according to resolution the DWI PC is supposed 
to provide an independent report to the BCC regarding the scope of the countywide DWI 
program, Ms. O'Connor suggested that an update of the Planning Council's activities, DWI 
fatalities and program information would suffice. 

Mr. Sanchez referred to agenda item VI. C, annual report discussion, on what to include 
in the report. Ms. Wooldridge supported an independent DWI assessment. Mr. Levant suggested 
the dashboard statistics and contract data as useful in developing the report. 

Chair Bevacqua-Young advocated setting a firm deadline and taking the most complete 
information available to the BCC. Mr. Sanchez recommended going before the BCC at the end 
of September. 
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Noting that the DWI PC goals are quite broad, Ms. Moeller recommended the goals serve 
as indicators in tracking for the needs assessments and then using the objectives to determine 
what data is needed. There is a great deal of data available that could be pulled together for a 
concise report. Chair Bevacqua-Young suggested the Council re-review its strategic plan. 

Mr. Stark noted that the Council's enabling legislation cites reduction in alcoholism as 
well as DWI reduction. 

Ms. O'Connor offered to have Patricia Boies, County Health Planning and Policy 
Coordinator, attend a DWI PC meeting to review the needs assessment. 

B. Other Matters from the Council 

Chair Bevacqua-Young referred to the information [Exhibit 1] regarding John 
Kwasnoski's courtroom training program for law enforcement officers and prosecutors. She said 
Mr. Kwasnoski is a national trainer and the course helps officers presenting evidence in court to 
be more effective. She said it was very valuable training. 

Mr. Sanchez said he is proposing that the training be provided twice a year. The funding 
would come through the CDWI grant. All CDWI grant money is going towards law 
enforcement: $30,000 for law enforcement overtime, $8,000 for this training and $6,000 for 
public awareness campaigns. 

Mr. Sanchez said law enforcement and the DAs were interested in the training. He added 
that he has talked with Mr. Kwasnoski and tentative dates have been established. The training 
can facilitate up to 60 officers and Mr. Sanchez expected to have countywide representation. 

Referring to the Council's charge to evaluate the effectiveness of programs/contracts, Mr. 
Stark asked whether there would be measurement on the results ofthis course. Mr. Sanchez said 
a formal evaluation process could be established. He offered to contact the contractor and discuss 
the issue. Mr. Stark strongly recommended building in the evaluation up front to insure there is 
accurate tracking of the training participants. Ms. Wooldridge said Mr. Kwasnoski may have 
longitudinal data and tracking methods that the County can use. 

Mr. Stark suggested using the Law Enforcement Subcommittee members for data 
collection following the training. 

VI. Information Items 

Jason Avery - Scientific Laboratories Division (SLD)
 
[Exhibit 2: Breath Alcohol Testing in the State ofNew Mexico Report]
 

Mr. Avery introduced himself as the supervisor of the breath alcohol section of the 
State's Scientific Laboratories Division, overseeing all the breath alcohol instruments and 
officers who conduct breath alcohol testing and the key operators who oversee the instruments at 
their agencies. He provided the following information 

• There are 230 instruments in the field in use. 
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•	 There are approximately 3,000 regular operators - certified police officers or 
reserve officers, salaried through the state that have completed an 8-hour breath 
alcohol testing training course. 

•	 Regulations require a key operator to oversee the certified instrument and there 
are 370 key operators who oversee the operations at their agency. These 
operators conduct calibration and proficiency testing on the instruments as well as 
rudimentary maintenance. 

•	 DOH is developing an online training program for operators' recertification
savings agencies and taxpayers' money. 

Mr. Avery discussed how the Intoxilyzer 8000 and simulator works with the breath going 
into a sample chamber crossing the path ofthe infrared light where the detectors check for the 
presence of alcohol and calculate the breath alcohol concentration. The instrument is only as 
accurate as the calibration. 

Mr. Levant asked if there were any problems this Council could help the agency to 
resolve in Santa Fe County. Mr. Avery said he has been promoting that city and county law 
enforcement adopt gas standards for calibration checks and quality control. Gas standards 
provide for instrument portability and quality control having a simultaneous calibration check. 
He understood the reluctance had to do with funding for the tanks and difficulty in changing old 
patterns. The gas standard is simpler for the operator, easier to use and cost-efficient for SLD. 
Most states in the nation are adopting gas standards. Gas tanks cost $120, are good for 400 tests, 
and have a two-year life from manufacturing date. Gas standard training occurs in key operator 
courses. He noted that the agency is responsible for the certificate ofanalysis for the gas tank. 

Mr. Avery said subpoenas for the raw data are occurring more often. The data contains 
all information that has been put into the instrument; tests, calibrations, etc. Logbook sheets 
delineate how the instrument is functioning. Defense attorneys have been requesting the 
downloaded information. 

Mr. Levant asked whether there are any field tests for narcotics. Mr. Avery was only 
aware of "color" tests. Chair Bevacqua-Young said some states provide phlebotomy training for 
law enforcement officer that facilitates drug testing. 

Mr. Avery discussed legal issues/recent challenges SLD is experiencing. With the 
change to gas standards, judges are questioning the accuracy of the previous simulators. 

Chair Bevacqua-Young mentioned the importance of forwarding IR 8000 information to 
the AOC and working more with the judges. Mr. Avery said he encourages DAs, especially in 
Albuquerque, to take the IR 8000 training. At this point 50 percent ofthe DWI cases are being 
thrown out ofMetro-Court and he attributed that to strong defense attorney skill. He identified 
those attorneys. 
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B. Tom Starke - Victim Impact Panel Survey and DWI Dashboard 

Mr. Stark said the DWI Impact Panel sees 60 to 70 DWI offenders monthly and each 
receives a research survey. He asked the Council to review the survey and provide additional 
questions. An array of statistics is derived from the survey indicating age of first intoxication, 
number oftimes driving after drinking, alcohol of choice, BAC when arrested, etc. Mr. Stark 
said approximately 20 percent of the offenders were unemployed prior to the DWI and 10 
percent were either illiterate or refused to complete the survey. 

Demographic data will be included but currently these are anonymous surveys. 

Chair Bevacqua-Young offered to email suggestions to Mr. Sanchez to forward to Mr. 
Stark. 

Mr. Sanchez said those convicted take the survey. Mr. De Mella said DWI offenders go 
to a class where victims of a DWI discuss their experience. He said there are handouts and 
additional materials distributed along with the survey. Aside from convicted offenders, alcohol 
servers attend the class. 

Mr. Stark said he'd like to add additional metrics to the dashboard especially on juveniles 
since it is a precursor to a lifetime of drinking. Ms. Moeller said CYFD has some of that 
information that she would provide. 

Mr. Stark also suggested fatalities, information from Christus on the Sobering Center and 
repeat users of the center. 

D. Coordinator's Report. 

Mr. Sanchez asked if there was additional information the Council wants to see in the 
annual report. Mr. Levant said all DWI and narcotic related offenses should be provided along 
with ER visits to include overdoses, etc. Mr. De Mella agreed that including the drug statistics 
was important because in the future there will be more incidents of drugged and drunk driving. 

Mr. Levant said once the scope of the problem is established the report should address 
how the Council is spending money regarding the grants. 

Mr. Stark noted that what this Council funds is only part ofwhat the County does to 
address alcoholism and DWIs. He said it was important to acknowledge all the programs within 
the summary. 

Chair Bevacqua-Young mentioned that in the past the Council had a representative from 
Christus St. Vincent and she recommended recruiting from the hospital. 

Mr. Sanchez reported that: 
•	 County DWI will be one ofthe sponsors ofthe Santa Fe Bandstand - July io" will be 

Mariachis to focus on the Spanish-speaking population and raise their awareness 
regarding DWI 

•	 Advertising agencies are preparing proposals for a new public awareness campaign 
•	 Provider progress reports are coming in 
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•	 Staff will conduct breathalyzer tests for the Pojoaque prom - a post-prom party is 
scheduled at Dream Catcher theater 

•	 Implementation of SBIRT (Screening, BriefIntervention, and Referral to Treatment) is 
underway 

VII.	 Miscellaneous 
A. Agenda Items for New Meeting
 

Next meeting - June 13,2013,9:00 to 10:30.
 

VIII.	 Matters from the Public
 

None was presented.
 

IX.	 Adjournment 

This meeting was declared adjourned at approximately 10:40 a.m. 

Approved by: 

S.ubmitte~ 

~ Karen Farrell, Wordswork 
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Courtroom Success in the OWl Crash Case AGENDA 
.. 

Day 1 

8:30 - 8:45 

8:45 - 9:45 

9:45 ·-10:00 

10:00 -12:00 

12:00 -1:15 

1:15--2:00 

2:00 - 2:15 

2:15···3:45 

Day 2 

8:30- 1-1 :00 

11:00 .... -~1:15 

12:00 -1:15 

1:r;, -·3:15 

Introduction 

Overview, You Have to Know the Ru!es 
What's at stake when you take the oath? • 
Qualifications exercise 
Direct examination fundamentals: credibility, listening, visualization 

BREAK 

Direct examination fundamentals, continued 
Direct examination activity - filling in the gaps 

LUNCH 

Assignment of direct examination fact patterns 
Direct examination exercise - anticipating the defense attacks on tile 

direct examination testimony 

BREAK 

Preparation of direct testimony, work session (developing exnlblts) 

ir"v'fCij:l uj:I discussion 

Direct examination exercise (break included) 
Each witness will have 6-8 minutes to present tlWii !\~)trt!ln).,y to 
a live jury (if possible) 

BREAK 

Surviving Cross Examination - presentation 

LUNCH 

Defense attorney control tactics 
How to handle defense attorney cross examination tact;h;:s 

(including role playing exercises with officers) 

Wrap up discussion 
Evaluations 



"~.~.;.. !~;1l/f~'(' .~; 

, . 

Legal Sciences, LLC 
51 Nash Hill Rd. Ludlow, MA 01056 413-589-0793 kwasnoski@aol.com 

Give your officers the training they
 
don't have for the most critical part of
 

their next OWl crash case.
 

For most officers who work on OWl crash cases they are usually under-trained, if 
at all, in the skills needed to provide powerful, persuasive testimony at trial. Most cases 
do not go to trial, so an officer can work on many cases without ever standing the test of 
being cross examined by a crafty defense attorney working with a competent expert. 
Then the officer is involved in that high-profile case that receives public scrutiny, and 
perhaps for the first time the officer's work is critically examined. 

h~ Without forma! tmining focusinq on the procedures of the trial, the rules of the 
courtroom, the expectations of the jury, etc. many officers have to rely in their instinct to 
be the best witness they can. Legal Sciences' COURTROOM SUCCESS training gives 
officers a foundation and structure to support their individual styles, and goes far beyond 
the "how to dress" and "where to look" rules they've already been told to observe. It. 
David Boyt, Georgia State Patrol, a veteran of more than 15 years on the job, stated in his 
course evaluation, 

"I wish I had this training before I testified for the first time. I've been on the 
stand many times since then, but I never heard about the things we talked about in this 
training." 

Host the WITNESS SKILLS training for your officers, help them be the best that they can 
be. For information on scheduling a training seminar for your officers contact: 

Legal Sciences 
51 Nash Hill Rd., Ludlow MA 01056 
413-589-0793 
Kwasnoski@aol.com 

COMPLETE YOUR OFFICER'S SKILLS WITH
 
THIS MOST IMPORTi~\NT TRAINING!
 



" Skill Training That Few Officers Ever Get! 
Officers are usually well-trained in the skills of investigating and perhaps 

reconstructing motor vehicle crashes, but they seldom receive formal training in the art of 
presenting their work to jurors at trial. To anticipate cross examination by a skilled 
attorney the State's police witness needs to know more than their technical training 
provides them. Legal Sciences' COURTROOM SUCCESS training gives officers the 
confidence to guard the truth from unfair attacks, and present their testimony in a 
convinCing, persuasive manner that makes a real connection with the jurors. 

This training includes hands-on activities that will assist prosecutors as well as the 
officers giving the testimony. An extensive testifying exercise demonstrates to officers a 
wide range of testifying styles and gives them an opportunity to experience the equivalent 
of many years of testifying themselves. Here's what some of the participants of past 
training seminars have said: 

'~h 2/Jyea l ',J rl6 a JfafefrurerfltiJf.tlaJ~/brfAeo& ()/le-rkffeultl!tje~al!eeper 

rlffel/rled. " Lt. David Boyt, Georgia State Patrol 

",{{i[j:J6.r fAe oed ek,J6 ~atte elJ~JC takell' Oil· th.e 6Irff&t malter. ~(( (!rjJarlln-:111 

{l1(NifJ to il/('1'6vJe itJ ('()Jwie/lo'N ra/e; tlllJ IJ til.(} (I!aJ6 to take. " 

Detective William Redfairn, Training Officer, Las Vegas P.O. 

Intended audience: Crash investigators, reconstructionists, and prosecutors 

Training Objectives: To develop skills that will enhance the effectiveness of testimony. 
To understand the importance of credibility building during testimony. 
To establish a shield against unfair cross examination attacks 

The instructor: 
John B, Kwasnoski is Professor Emeritus of Forensic Physics at Western New England 

College, Springfield, M.A. after thirty-one years on the faculty. He is a certified police trainer in more than 

twenty states, and has instructed prosecutors, police, and civil attorneys on more than 250 occasione 

across the U,S. He is the crash reconstructionist on the "Lethal Weapon - DWI Homicide" team formed by 

the National Traffic Law Center to teach prosecutors how to utilize expert witness testimony and cross 
examine adverse expert witnesses. Prof. Kwasnoski has reconstructed over 1,000 crashes, including 

multiple and single vehicle, pedestrian, motorcycle, and train crashes; he has trained with the NVPO 

collision reconstruction unit since 2001, and continues to serve as a consultant to New York City 

prosecutors on MV hom!cide cases 
He has served as an expert in several cases of national significance including S. Carolina v. 

Susan Smith (a mother's drowning murder of her two children) in which he participated in the re-enactment 
of the drowning in a submerged automobile and the creation of a video used in the sentencing phase Df the 
trial. He is the author of from Crash to Courtroom: Collision Reconstruction for Lawyers and Law 

Enforcement, text and DVD Library ( legalsciences.com) and Crash Reconstruction Basics for PrOse91!tor::.~ 

for the American Prosecutors Research Institute. He has co-authored three best-selling books for l.exis
Law Publishing: Investig;;>tion and Prosecution of DWI and Vehicular Homicide, Courtroom SurVival, and 

The Officer's DUI Ma_nuaJ 



•Intoxilyzer 8000 Ovc rviev EXHIBIT 

1__-

Breath Alcohol Testing
 
in the State of New
 

Mexico
 

Presented By Jason Avery
 
Breath Alcohol Section
 

Supervisor
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, Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

TOXICOLOGY BUREAU
 

o	 Bureau Chief - Rong-Jen Hwang, PhD 
•	 (50S) 383-9086
 

•	 Breath Alcohol - Jason Avery 
•	 (50S) 383-9094
 

o	 Drug Screening (Blood Alcohol)- Gerasimos 
Razatos 
•	 (50S) 383-9091
 

•	 Drug Section Supervisor -Ginger Baker 
•	 (50S) 383-9089
 

2 
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r Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

n 

!ii,'" 

Intoxilyzer 8000 & sim.ulator 
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r Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

IR 8000 
Breath Out 

I 

Breath In 

• Path of Breath Sample 
• Breath goes in sample chamber, crosses the path of the IR 

light, and the detectors check for the presence of alcohol. 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

IR 8000 
• The Intoxilyzer 8000 Operates in two different modes: 

•	 Stationary Mode 

•	 The breath testing sequence includes a simultaneous 
Calibration Check with every breath test. A 
SIMULATOR OR GAS TANK MUST BE 
CONNECTED TO THE INSTRUMENT AT ALL 
TIMES IN THIS MODE. 

• IF CALIBRATION CHECK IS OUT OF RANGE 
THE INSTRUMENT WILL FAIL THE TEST! 

5 
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, Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

IR 8000 
• Mobile Mode 

•	 The breath testing sequence does not have a simultaneous 
Calibration Check. 

• Calibration Checks are done every seven (7) days. If they are not 
done every seven (7) days, the instrument will go into a disabled 
mode until the calibration check has been performed. If in the 
disabled mode, KEY OPERATOR MUST BE 
CONTACTED. 

• IF CALIBRATION CHECK IS OUT OF RANGE THE 
INSTRUMENT WILL FAIL THE TEST! 

• Only Key operators and SLD scientists can routinely 
change the 8000 between Mobile and Stationary modes. 
Instrument mode changes should be indicated in the 
logbook. 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

COURT RULES 

Admlsslbillity of Blood Results 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Pertinent Documentation for Breath
 
Alcohol Cases
 

•	 Police Report 

•	 Intoxilyzer 8000 Breath Alcohol Card 

•	 Breath Alcohol Test Operator Certificate 

•	 Direct Breath Alcohol Instrument Certificate 

•	 Breath Alcohol Instrument Key Operator Certificates 

•	 Intoxilyzer breath logs with calibration checks etc., 

relevant to date of test 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Log Books 
All instruments require a log book to document all 

activities done on the instrument 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Mobile Mode Testing 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Stationary Mode Testing 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Stationary Testing Gas
 
Standards
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Calibration Check Testing 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Proficiency Testing 
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Operator Certification Card 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

INSTRUMENT CERTIFICATE
 

e c r e e r r e r c "".O."TOII" PIVI.'O .... 
1101 CAIIIIID a •• "'LUII. Nit: 
A~.UQU•• GU"."III 87'0.1: 

DIRECT BREATH ALCOHOL INSTRUMENT
 
CERTIFICATE
 

TN •••• TO fi:IIl:HTlr,.. TtlAT 

HAS F'ULF'ILLJl:O THE PRESCRIBED WI:QUIItKJlKNYS AftD •• 
el;RTll'lED TO AN.A.LY21t _AEAT" .... eIM .... O. MOTOR V-.:WleL. 

DftlVEHe TO DETERMIN. II.EATH ALeOMa", CO"'Il:NT 01"' THE 
PIERSON TIITBD PURaUANT TO PRova.IOIiS OF THI: NEW
 

M'ltJ[lco IMPl,.llrtl CON. aNT ACT.
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Key Operator Certificate 
, " 

SCIENTIFIC LA.OFlA'rORY DIVISION 
1101 CAMINO OE SALUD. NE 
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87102 

CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION FOR
 
KEY OPERATOR
 

T"IS 'S TO ceRTIFY' THAT 

JASON A.VERY 

HAS SUCCESSFULLY COh4PLETED TRAINING AND FULFILLE.D THE
 
REQUIREMIEN"" FOR It. EEY O"Ii."TOR AND ,. CCIITIF'IED TO ",SSUlls
 

T"~ At;C.UIIACT 0 .. T"~
 

INTOXrLYZER BODO 

!POrt THE PURPoa~ 01"' DIli:TIEItMI ... I ..... THE 8ft.ATH ALCOHOL CONTENT. 

O/,TE OF ISSUE: 04/01/201 1 

..•,~,,'.,•••"-,.,,, •. • ,(i)' E:xPlRATlONOAT£: 03/31/2012- .....,-..... -, 
"~"-" 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

Additional documents often requested 
via Discovery Orders, etc. 

• Proficiency Reports 

• Instrument inspections 

• COBRA COMPUTER DATA 

•	 Logbook sheet copies 

• Solution information -	 Gas Chromatograph 
data 
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

INSPECTIONS
 

,~-

~-

!"'..-
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Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

PROFICIENCY 

Ih70XILYZEJtafIJfJ
 
'~liArN .acoeo« HtOFJCJ£Nn /t£PDIlT FOVtI
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

BREATH TEST PROCEDURE
 

• Subject must be under arrest 

• Read Implied Consent Advisory 

• 20-minute deprivation period 

• Good faith attempt at 2 samples 

• Collect 3 samples if difference is greater 
that .02 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

EXAMPLE TESTS 
No Agreement 

• 

• 

No Agreement tests in 
both Stationary and 
Mobile Mode 

No Agreement is when 
the two breath results are 

"n'· .....:·;:-~ 

,.....:,.....t:~"...,.,. 

1I'''3.tr. 

:n~f.:f~: 
i,;'W"IIQ,.>, 
~'ft'I,lt.SJo 

~.. ==a=": ~~.1QI 
:roll::' 
9""'~:xK6IO 

~"'","I 

not within 0.02 of each 
other 

• Instrument will ask for a 
third test 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

EXAMPLE TESTS 
Subject Problems 

• Mouth Alcohol is a 
possibility but instrument 
has several safeguards 

. .
agalnst it 

:"",......::t ~. 

!.::.;!!; 
:"':iI::.......~= "I3i' 

'"":I.t;'
s-ec.s; 

;r,.::'=K.:~O:: 

!c4.. ~ ... ",,: ... ~ 

:..::.,C: 
....:.:,.~:~:~;II' 

"":lI.~ 
!'l-:;:;,: 

:a~~:;,.:w; 

l.:'W..;.it.:...., 
~,';~"...,.<.1'!:> ...""" 

::,~:.: :: 

• Interferent is when the 
'If r, ,.._._-

instrument detects a '.'\I;;:'r.. 
NI"_~2l'"~", 

~_lt"I_'IIl 

substance other than 
alcohol 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

EXAMPLE TESTS 
Subject Delivery Problems 

• 

• 

No Sample is when the 

subj ect refuses to blow 
into instrument or does 
not blow hard enough to 
set off the pressure 
sensor 

Insufficient Sample is 
when the criteria for a 
proper breath sample are 
not met. 

I 

~....c."". 
~ln'\9'.;ID 

'iI";"-~: 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

r'11 
\11 

I'll 
tll 

1"'" 

EXAMPLE TESTS 
Operator and Environment Errors 

• Improper Time is when 
the officer allowed 

• 

subj ect to blow into the 
instrument when not 

prompted to do so 

Ambient conditions is 

l:wa . .:"I. 
~~. .Je. 
"7;;.;:v.x; 

;'r.I1"'''''''''''-:;
:,;;,<C: 

!-=<I."::;"~"':';=-

tn ;f;,:jrz~;: 
.l;:~JI'. 

~r;:-'JO.-."... 

."!_.--!!_~.~ 
"l"l'~ .. l!:!Il:"""""' :.:: f"~ :-..::":' 
."\;;I~~"tr. 

"='IP.:~~~ 

when the instrument 
detects a volatile 
substance in the air when 
conducting the air blank 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

EXAMPLE TESTS
 
Simulator Error
 

•	 There can be numerous 
reasons why an Operator 
could get a calibration 
check out of tolerance. 

•	 Officers are taught to 
troubleshoot and limit 
the possibilities of 
simulator errors 

~........... ".:e. 0

~~
 

~=-::;_.::r.~.'
 

"'':2£: 

iI'.l:-~f;;-:',,:;. 
~...,..::E.:IA. 

~_.,..:lO 

~~ 

Ol""	 :'::\c1"-:. ~~ 

~~~ ~~:. ~g: 
~~"a: t§;it ii~ 
~ XI. ~:." :c'''1 
6'~'" :.1:: fl;'~ :t:J":" 

•.a:_..... :w ;.,~.,_ 
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RECENT CHALLENGES 

Gas Standards
 

Traceability/ Quality Control
 

Approved Devices
 

Uncertainty
 

Source Code
 

Adherence to SLD Regulations
 

RFI 
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. Intoxilyzer 8000 Overview 

SLD rule as of 4/30/10
 

•	 A summary of the major changes in the rule includes: 

•	 The current rule's format has been significantly reorganized to consolidate related 
topics. 

•	 Additional definitions have been added especially in relationship to the breath 
instruments and other equipment and supplies used in breath testing. 

•	 Provisions have been added to permit dry gas standards (of ethanol) for breath 
alcohol instruments in the future. 

•	 Officer eligibility to be certified has been expanded with the removal of the 
requirement that peace officers be full-time employees. Reserve officers may also 
qualify if they are certified peace officers. 
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. Intoxllyzer 8000 Overview 

Rule Summary
 

•	 Instruments at a location can serve as a portable breath testing instrument 
without prior SLD approval if the required procedures are followed and 
properly documented in the log book. 

•	 Regulations will confirm that a portable breath instrument is certified 
anywhere in New Mexico. 

•	 Proficiencies for Key Operators are reduced to four a year (from 6). 
•	 SLD certified instructors must now maintain their Operator and Key 

Operator certifications and will be renewed on a yearly basis. 
•	 The recommend time period to collect an initial blood sample is expanded to 

3 hours in accord with current DWI legislation. 
•	 Agencies will be required to furnish electronic data to SLD on a regular basis. 
•	 Instrument locations are no longer approved. Agency must adhere to 

7.33.2.10 concerning Adequate Operational Environment. 
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Questions and Answers 
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